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“Ignorance is never better than 
knowledge.” – Enrico Fermi

(research 10 facts about Enrico Fermi) 

Year 7 Knowledge Organiser: Term 2B 2021-2022
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Instructions for using your Knowledge Organiser
The timetable on the next page tells 
you which subjects you should be 
studying on which days (it doesn’t 
matter if you have that subject on 
that day or not, you should follow 
the timetable). 

You are to use your exercise book to 
show the work you have done. Each 
evening you should start a new page 
and put the date clearly at the top. 

You need to bring your KO and 
exercise book with you EVERY DAY 
to school.  Your KO and exercise 
book will be checked regularly in 
form time.

You will also be tested in your 
lessons on knowledge from the 
organisers.

You must use the revision strategy Look – Say – Cover – Write - Check to learn the 
knowledge.  You can also use your KOs and book in a number of different ways but 
you should not just copy from the Knowledge Organiser into your book.

Presentation
You should take pride in how you present your work: 
• Each page should be clearly dated at the top right hand side with the Subject

written in the middle e.g. English. 
• Half way down the page a line should divide it in two with Next Subject e.g. 

Maths written above the dividing line.
• Each half of the page should be neatly filled with evidence of self-testing. There 

should be an appropriate amount of work. 
• Failure to show pride in your presentation or wasting space on your page with large 

writing or starting a number of lines down will result in a negative AtL.
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Year 7 Knowledge Organiser Homework Timetable

You are expected to study the subjects shown on your timetable each day.  You need to spend 20 
minutes on each subject and you will need to evidence your work in your exercise book.

WEEK A Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

MONDAY English Spanish Geography

TUESDAY Science Maths PD

WEDNESDAY History Music Science

THURSDAY RE Maths Food

FRIDAY Computing Technology English

WEEK B Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

MONDAY English Drama Geography

TUESDAY Science Maths RE

WEDNESDAY History PE Science

THURSDAY RE Maths Spanish

FRIDAY Computing Art English
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Reading Log
Use this reading log to record the books you read and how long you have spent reading.

“The more that you read, the more things you will know.  The 
more that you learn, the more places you’ll go”

Dr Seuss

Week MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN Book(s) read (title and author) Time spent 
reading

Parent
comment/signature

05/01/2022

11/01/202

17/01/2022

24/01/2022

31/01/2022

07/02/2022
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Year 7 English Term 2B: Non-Fiction – The Price of Fame

Non-Fiction: A type of writing that is factual and informative instead of make belief.    

Features of Non-Fiction Writing:

Perspective: point of view. Alliteration: where a series of words start 
with the same letter/sound. 

Hyperbole: exaggeration. 

Power of three: three powerful adjectives 
or ideas put together to add emphasis.

Rhetorical question: a question that doesn’t 
require an answer. 

Direct address: speaking directly to your 
audience/reader. 

Emotive language: language used to appeal to 
a reader’s emotions. 

Imperative verb: a command. Tone: the way a piece of writing sounds, the 
mood/atmosphere of the piece.

Repetition: using a word or phrase more 
than once to add emphasis. 

Discursive: discussion. Anecdote: A short amusing or interesting 
story using examples to support ideas. 

You will be exploring a range of non-fiction texts about celebrities and identifying the writer’s 
perspective. You will be comparing the different views and considering what it would be like to be a 
celebrity yourself. You will also be completing your own piece of non-fiction writing.
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Year 7 English Term 2B: Non-Fiction – The Price of Fame

Speeches:

Structure:

A speech often follows a three part structure:

1. a highly engaging and motivational opening

2. a well-structured argument with several main points 

that include objection handling

3. a dynamic and memorable conclusion

Language:

A speech should be clear, coherent and should maintain a 

consistent point of view. The language you use will vary 

depending on your audience. In a speech to a professional 

audience, such as a business pitch or a talk to 

headteachers, formal language is more appropriate.

Transactional writing is non-fiction writing that intends to communicate 
information between individuals or groups. Often transactional writing takes the 
form of letters, emails or speeches and is part of a written conversation.
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Year 7 Maths – Term 2B
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Year 7 Maths – Term 2B

Don't forget
Always show your working out
Never round half way through a question
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Year 7 Maths – Term 2B
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Key Words

Take care with your spellings of these 
key words

Acute

Obtuse

Reflect

Parallel

Perpendicular



Year 7 Maths – Term 2B
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Year 7 Science – Term 2B

The Periodic Table

A list of all the 
known elements, 
arranged into groups 
(columns going 
down) and periods 
(rows going across). 

Metals are to the left 
and non-metals to the 
right. 

Elements in each 
group 
have similar 
properties. 

Particle Theory
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Year 7 Science – Term 2B

Chromatography

A spot of mixture is placed at the bottom of 

the chromatography paper which is then 

placed into a solvent, e.g. water. 

The solvent moves up the paper carrying the 

components of the mixture. As these move at 

different rates they separate out. 

Distillation

Separating liquid mixtures where each 

part has different boiling points (crude 

oil), or separating liquids from dissolved 

solids (water from sea water). 

The mixture is heated until the water 

evaporates. Water vapour rises, then 

cools and condenses into a separate 

container. 

Salt water can be heated to evaporate the water, leaving 

pure salt. 

Insoluble solids can be filtered out of a solution. 

Evaporation Filtration

Particle Theory
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Year 7 Science – Term 2B

Key Word Definition

Element Made of one type of atom. This can be a single atom or a molecule, e.g. oxygen.  

Compound Two or more different atoms chemically joined together to form a molecule, e.g. carbon dioxide.

Mixture Two or more atoms or molecules, not chemically joined, e.g. air, seawater.

Physical change Reversible changes in which no new products are formed, e.g. state changes. 

Chemical change Non-reversible changes where new products are formed, e.g. combustion. 

Pure A material made up of only one type of particle (element or compound).

Impure A material made of more than one type of particle (mixtures).

Evaporation A change of state from liquid to gas. 

Distillation A process for separating liquid solutions. The solvent is heated and the evaporated gas collected and cooled so it condenses.

Filtration A mixture is poured through a mesh, separating insoluble solids from the solution.

Chromatography Used to separate mixtures of coloured compounds. 

Solute The substance that dissolves into the solvent. 

Solvent For example water, it dissolves the solute.

Solution The solute dissolved into the solvent.

Solubility How easy it is for a substance to dissolve.

Saturated solution A solution in which no more solute can dissolve. 

Particle Theory
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Year 7 Science – Term 2B

Particle Theory

All matter is made up of particles, which are found in three states of matter. Each state 

has a different arrangement of particles which move in different ways. 

In solids, particles are arranged in a regular pattern and are held together by strong bonds. 

They vibrate in a fixed position. 

In liquids, particles are arranged randomly but are still touching each other. Particles can 

slide past each other and move around. 

In gases, particles are far apart and are arranged randomly. Particles carry a lot of energy 

and they move in different directions at high speed. 
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Year 7 Science – Term 2B

Changes of State

When particles gain or lose energy the substance changes state. 

Gaining energy causes particles to move faster and further apart, 

overcoming the forces between the particles. 

Losing energy causes particles to move slower and closer together. 

Diffusion

The movement of particles from a high concentration to a low 

concentration, in liquids and gases. For example oxygen diffuses from our 

blood into our cells.  

Energy Transfer Graph

The graph shows how the temperature of a substance changes as heat is 

applied. 

When the line is sloped the temperature of the substance is increasing. 

When the line is flat the temperature stays the same even though heat 

energy is being applied. This is because the energy is being used to make 

the particles change state. 

During the change of state the temperature will stay the same until the 

state change is complete, e.g. all liquid has turned into gas. 
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Living as Covenant People

1 How do we live as covenant people through seeing and judging

Key Events

Sources of Wisdom and Authority
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2 How do we judge others and only God can judge

3 Sacraments are ways the Church sees things

4 Catholics are called to live out the sacrament of Baptism

5 Jesus is the sacrament of God

6 Looking at how we see God in everyday life

7. 
Matthew 25 Parable of the Sheep and Goats

8.
Matthew 7

“Treat others as you would like to be treated”

9. 
Mark 14

Jesus shared the last supper and said ‘This is my body’



Year 7 RE – Term 2B Living as Covenant People
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10. Judgement Making a decision about someone or something

11. Sacrament A special experience of God’s grace which brings a person closer to God

12. Baptism A sacrament where you are welcomed into God’s family

13. Holy Communion A sacrament where you receive Jesus’ Body and Blood for the first time at the Eucharist

14. Reconciliation A sacrament where sins are forgiven

15. Confirmation A sacrament where you confirm you believe in God

16. Water, light and white garment Symbols of Baptism

17. Eucharist The bread and wine

18. Mass Central act of divine worship for Catholics

19 Lent When Christians remember Jesus’ 40 days and nights in the desert

20. Golden Rule A teaching by Jesus to ‘Treat others as you would like to be treated’

21. Parable of the Sheep and Goats A parable about judgement

22. Last Supper When Jesus shared the bread and wine with the disciples

23. Influence Affect something

24. Outline Examples with detail (full sentence)

25. Evaluate To look at arguments for and against and then reach a personal conclusion
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Conservative margin Two plates moving in the same direction meet at an angle; one is moving 
faster than the other and friction builds up before land suddenly moves 
e.g. San Andreas Fault.

Constructive margin New plate material is being added through fissures when sea floor 
spreads. Produces features such as ocean ridges, shield volcanoes, 
fissures and faults and rift valleys e.g. Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Core The innermost part of the earth. The outer core extends from 2500 to 
3500 miles below the earth's surface and is liquid metal. The inner core 
is the central 500 miles and is solid metal.

Crater Vent at the summit of a volcano
Crust Is the outermost major layer of the earth, ranging from about 10 to 65 

km in thickness. The uppermost 15-35 km of crust is brittle enough to 
produce earthquakes. Continental crust is light, older, less dense and 
cannot be destroyed / sink. Oceanic crust is heavier, more dense, 
younger and can be destroyed / sink. 

Destructive margin Two plates converge, and one is forced down into the mantle to be 
reabsorbed. Produces features such as composite volcanoes, fold 
mountains, deep sea trenches and island arcs. E.g. West coast South 
America

Focus The location, in the crust of the earthquake, frequently at 70km depth. 
Shallow focus means more damage. 

Destructive

Constructive



Year 7 Geography– Term 2B: Tectonic Hazards
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Hazard A source of unpredictable, unplanned danger to people

Lahars Fine unconsolidated material  (ash) from the volcano which, when mixed 
with water from rainfall becomes like a fluid. E.g. river of cement on the 
slopes of Mt Pinatubo.

Lava Magma which forces its way to the Earth’s surface and erupts 
Magma Material ejected from volcanoes
Mantle The molten layer of rock beneath the crust.
Richter scale A scale to measure the magnitude of earthquakes. It is a logarithmic scale 

where 6.0 is ten times greater than 5.0 and 100 times stronger than 4.

Ring of fire A zone of volcanoes, earthquake, and mountain-building encircling the 
Pacific Ocean formed where plate collide

Seismography The study of earthquake tremors and their power.

Subduction Also called collision zone where two plates move towards each other. One 
plate is forced down and melts the other is forced and over it.

Tsunami Seismic caused sea waves 95% caused by earthquakes and few by 
volcanoes under the sea. Can travel up to 750 km per hour in open sea and 
wave heights of 10m when reaching land destroying coastal zone. Seafloor 
displacements associated with large earthquakes, major submarine slides, 
or exploding volcanic islands.

Vent Opening at the summit of a volcano through which material is ejected

Case Study: Haiti Earthquake

A large-scale earthquake 
occurred on January 12, 2010, on 
the West Indian island of 
Hispaniola, comprising the 
countries of Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic. Most 
severely affected was Haiti, 
occupying the western third of 
the island. 230,000 people died 
and hundreds of thousands of 
survivors were displaced.
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Year 7 History – Term 2B: Medieval England

The Magna Carta 1215

Causes

King John was unpopular due to high taxes and losses in his war with France.  He was a poor soldier in comparison to the previous King, his brother Richard.

King John angered people by trying to control the Church. This led to the Pope closing all Churches in England for 7 years.

The Barons were angry at paying scutage – a high tax and giving John their best fighting men

Events

In 1215 the barons gave the king a choice: change the way the country was run or face a fight against the barons’ armies.  The barons came up with 63 rights they 

thought all barons should have.  This list of rights became known as the MAGNA CARTA.  When John first refused to listen they raised an army and captured 

London.  This meant John HAD to listen.  

Key promises included: The King not demanding taxes without the barons’ permission, not interfering with the Church, fair trials for all freemen, no inheritance 

tax and a reduction in fines for crimes.

Impact

It limited the King’s power and John could not back out of the agreement without a war

The laws covered everyone in society (e.g. fair taxes)

It was the start of the idea of Parliament – we still have this today

Countries like America based their constitution on the Magna Carta

It involved ordinary people in the running of England (e.g. Barons, bishops and knights)
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Year 7 History – Term 2B: Medieval England

The Crusades A series of wars about who should control an area in the Middle East which was then called the Holy Land (modern-day Israel Palestine). It 
contains important religious sites for Islam, Christianity and Judaism. The Pope encouraged people to join. 

Death of Thomas 
Becket

Becket was Archbishop of Canterbury. He was murdered by Henry II’s knights in his cathedral, after Henry said something that some people 
have suggested was an order to kill him. It was a very shocking event. 

Medieval Towns Most people in Medieval England lived in villages – very small communities. They worked by farming land. However, trade was becoming more 
important, and many towns grew during this time. This changed the way people lived their lives. 

The Black Death This was a very deadly disease which came to England in 1348. It caused painful swellings on the body and people who caught it usually died 
within days. A third to a half of England’s population was killed. This changed the structure of society. 

Peasants’ Revolt Peasants were angry because they were poor, their freedoms were limited and the King Richard II made them pay a new tax, making them 
even poorer. They started a rebellion to try to fight for their rights. The rebellion was crushed by the king. 

The Pope The person in charge of the Catholic Church, a type of Christianity. 

Archbishop The most important figure in the church in a particular country. 

Monarch A person who is in charge of their country because they were born into the role. 

Democracy The word democracy describes a form of government. The word comes from two Greek words that mean “rule by the people.” In a democracy 
the people have a say in how the government is run. They do this by voting, though there are usually rules about who can vote. 

Parliament A parliament is an assembly of people with authority to make laws for a country.



Year 7 PD – Term 2B: Healthy Lifestyles
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Healthy diet: Remember the proportions for each 

section and some types of food for each. Then think 

about how you could improve your diet.

Physical Activity:

• You should aim to be physically active every day 

and reduce the amount of time you are sat down.

• You should aim to do 60 minutes of moderate 

exercise per day like brisk walking or riding your 

bike; something that raises your heart rate and 

makes you feel warmer.



Year 7 PD – Term 2B: Healthy Lifestyles
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Sleep: Work out what time you need to go to bed to get the 

correct amount of sleep. Find out why sleep is important.

Emotional/Mental Health:

We need to keep our minds healthy as well as our bodies. Here are some ways to ensure you are looking 

after your mind:

• Be active – get some vigorous physical activity every day 

• Connect – with other people, not through social media but face to face. Have some conversations. Feel 

valued.

• Give – to others. This doesn’t have to be an object, it could be time. For example visiting an elderly 

neighbour or playing with younger brothers and sisters.

• Take notice – of things around you like the wind on your face or the noises you can hear.

• Keep learning – seek out new experiences. It’s good to be curious and challenge yourself.



Year 7 Art – Term 2B

Artist Focus: Georgia O’Keefe

Georgia O'Keeffe (November 15, 1887 – March 6, 1986) was an American 
artist. She was best known for her colourful paintings of enlarged flowers, 
skulls and landscapes O'Keeffe has been recognized as the "Mother of 
American modernism". 

O'Keeffe was fascinated by the bones and skulls she found in the desert landscapes near 
where she lived. She said:

'To me they are as beautiful as anything I know…The bones seem to cut sharply to the 
centre of something that is keenly alive on the desert even though it is vast and empty 
and untouchable.'

Key Words and Specialist 
Vocabulary:

Natural Forms: Objects found in 
nature, shells, leaves, seedpods, flowers 
for example.

Still Life: An arrangement of objects 
to draw or paint.

Direct Observational Drawing: 
Drawings made from looking carefully at 
something in front of you.
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Year 7 Art – Term 2B

Practise your skills: 

In this unit of work we will be 
drawing natural forms such as 
fruits and vegetables as well as 
shells and seed pods. 

Try cutting an orange or a pepper 
in half and carefully drawing 
what you see.

Harmonious Colours

Harmonious colour schemes use 
colours that are next to each  
other on the colour wheel. They 
usually match well and create    
serene and comfortable designs.

Harmonious colour schemes are 
often found in nature and are 
harmonious and pleasing to the 
eye. Think of beautiful sunsets, 
and the colours seen in fire for 
example. 
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Year 7 Computing – Term 2B
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Health and Safety
• Long hair tied back
• No jewellery
• Always wear an apron
• Wear goggles
• Bags under tables
• Stools stacked away
• Never run or throw things around the workshop
• Never crowd round the machines
• Always stand up when doing a practical

Areas of focus
• Health and safety
• Designing
• Development
• Evaluation
• Practical skills
• Self/peer assessment
• PPE

Overview of joints

Focus on lap joint
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Year 7 Design Technology – Term 2B
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Year 7 Drama - Term 2B: Documentary Theatre

Documentary Theatre: Definition 

Theatre that uses pre-existing documentary material (such 
as newspapers, reports, interviews, journals, and 
correspondences) as source material for stories about real 
events and people, frequently without altering the text in 
performance. 

Other terms to describe Documentary 
Theatre 

The genre typically includes or is referred to as 
verbatim theatre, investigative theatre, 
theatre of fact, theatre of witness, 
autobiographical theatre, and ethnodrama.  

Origins and Features of Documentary Theatre 

It was created in the 1920s by Erwin Piscator. Non-naturalistic epic theatre techniques are used in 
documentary theatre to make the audience think about real life, social issues. Its four major functions 
are to reassess historical events; to celebrate communities/ marginalized groups and their histories; to 
investigate important events and issues past and present; and to be openly didactic (to teach a moral or 
message) in the use of information. 
In documentary theatre, photographs and/ or film, placards and/ or slides from source documents; 
actors and/ or loudspeakers address the audience directly with facts and information; voices of 
participants in historical events are used on tape/ film. 
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Year 7 Food – Term 2B
Health safety and hygiene 
• Wash hands before preparing any food, after handling raw meat, after 

sneezing/coughing and after going to the toilet              
• Cover cuts with a blue plaster 
• Tie hair up 
• Remove jewellery and nail varnish before handling food. 
• If you are ill do not cook 
• Wear a clean apron 
• Never cook or prepare food unsupervised 
• Use the 4c’s cleaning, cooking, chilling and cross contamination

Can you use an oven 
correctly?

Important temperatures

Key Temperatures
Boiling point of water 

= 100°C

Core temperature
of food = 
75°C

Hot holding 
(e.g. canteen food) 
= 63°C 

DANGER ZONE = 
between 5°C 
and 63°C 

Fridge temperature =
0°C - 4°C 

Freezer temperature =
-18°C 

Specific types of knives are designed for different cutting and 
shaping tasks.
Knives are dangerous if not handles correctly and care should be 
taken at all times.
A flat and stable cutting surface is essential to avoid injury when 
cutting food.
There are specific terms used for vegetable cuts relating to the 
size and shape of the outcome.

Bridge and claw cutting technique 
Arch hand to create a bridge when holding food and hold with a 
claw like grip
5 principals for healthy eating 
Eat five portions of fruit and vegetables a day
Eat more fibre 
Eat less saturated fat 
Eat less sugar Eat less salt        

Measuring
1 tbsp = 
15ml

1 tsp =5ml

1 kg = 1000g

1L = 1000ml

1 pt = 568ml

Safe use of hand 
blender

Never place utensils in the blender 
when the motor is running. Turn 
off the blender first before using 
a scraper or spatula.

Don’t use a blender with a frayed 
cord. Throw it out. A frayed cord 
could cause a fire or electrocution.

Don’t blend extremely thick foods 
for more than three minutes. 
“Blending for longer will increase 
the chances of your blender 
overheating,” she says.
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Year 7 Food – Term 2B Rubbing in
Method used for making pastry/ cakes/ crumble where fat is rubbed into flour using your 
fingertips  

Keywords
Enzymic

Browning

Oxidation

Bridge hold

Claw grip

Jardinière

Julienne

Macedooine

Chiffonade

Batonnet

Dicing

Chopping

Paring

Flexible

Filleting

Serrated

Cooking

WEIGHING AND MEASURING –Ingredients are measured in many different ways depending on whether they are wet or dry ingredients or in small or large 
quantities.  There are many units of measurements and these are metric and imperial.  In the table below are all the units of measurement and how they are 
abbreviated
Kilograms Grams Pound Ounces Litre Millilitre Pint Fluid ounce Table spoon Tea spoon Cups
Kg. g. Lb. Oz. l. ml. Pt. fl.oz tbsp. tsp. c

Enzymic activity occurs when cut fruit and vegetable react with 
oxygen to turn them brown

Conduction
Heat is in direct contact with 
food-
fried egg

Convection
Heat moves in air or liquid to heat 
up food- pasta
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Year 7 Music – Term 2B: Music Notation
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Note Values

This is a Rhythm Tree – it is designed to help you identify 

what the symbols for different note values are, and how they 

relate to one another. Here are the note values!

Semibreve = 4 beats

Minim = 2 beats

Crotchet = 1 beat

Quaver = ½ beat

Semiquaver = ¼ beat

Notes on the Stave

Here are the notes of the treble (top line) and bass (bottom 

line) clefs. When the notes fall outside the five lines of music 

paper, we add extra lines called ledger lines. Here are some 

phrases to help you remember where the notes go!

Treble Clef Lines: Every Green Bus Drives Fast

Treble Clef Spaces: F A C E (in the space!)

Bass Clef Lines: Green Buses Drive Fast Always

Bass Clef Spaces: All Cows Eat Grass



Year 7 Physical Education – Term 2B

Test Component 
measured

How to complete the test?

Ruler drop test Reaction time A partner will hold the ruler in line with your hand, which is to be partly open. 
When your partner lets go, you must grip the ruler as quickly as possible, then 
measure your score  in ‘cm’ 

Vertical Jump test Power Also known at the Vertical Jump test. To start, you raise your arm against the 
wall to record the first measurement. A step is taken into the wall, before 
performing an explosive jump upwards to record a second measurement. The 
distance between before measurements is your score. 

One minute press-
up test

Muscular 
Endurance

As many press-ups to be completed in one minute.

One minute sit-up 
test

Muscular 
Endurance

As many sit-ups to be completed in one minute.

Fitness Testing
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Year 7 Physical Education – Term 2B

Effects of Exercise on Body Components of Fitness

Short-term effects Long-term effects

Increased breathing rate Increased Cardiovascular 
endurance 

Increased heart rate Increased Muscular 
Strength 

Increased muscle 
contractions 

Increased muscle tone

Increased body 
temperature 

Improved posture

Increased demand for 
oxygen

Denser bones

Component of 

Fitness

Definition 

Cardiovascular 

Endurance

The ability to exercise the WHOLE body for long 

periods of time without tiring
Muscular endurance The ability to exercise the a set of muscles for long 

periods of time without tiring
Flexibility The range of movement at a joint
Muscular Strength The ability to exert force 
Power A combination of strength x speed
Reation time The onset of time between a stimulus and response 
Agility The ability to move the body quickly and under 

control when changing direction
Speed The ability to move across a distance in the 

quickest possible time
Balance The ability to maintain equilibrium 
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Year 7 Spanish – Term 2B: Mis pasatiempos
3.1 Mi tiempo libre 3.2 Soy muy deportista 3.3 Mis gustos deportivos 3.4 ¡Brrr! ¡Hace frío!
los pasatiempos

bailar salsa                       

chatear en el         

móvil

descansar en casa          

escuchar música

jugar a la   

videoconsola

leer libros

navegar por

Internet    

practicar

deportes

salir con mis

amigos     

ver la tele                       

la discoteca

estupendo/a 

favorito/a 

interesante

el programa

el tipo

hobbies

to dance salsa

to chat on the   

phone

to relax at home

to listen to music

to play on the   

games console                                   

to read books

to surf the 

Internet

to do/play sports

to go out with

friends

to watch TV

nightclub

wonderful

favourite

interesting

programme

type

los deportes

los deportes

acuáticos

jugar al… 

bádminton

baloncesto

balonmano

béisbol

fútbol

golf 

rugby 

tenis

voleibol

hacer… 

atletismo

ballet 

boxeo

ciclismo

equitación

gimnasia

natación

con 

deportista

el/la deportista

diferente

excelente

terrible 

el equipo

el partido

la selección nacional

sports

water sports

to play…

badminton

basketball

handball

baseball

football

golf

rugby

tennis

volleyball

to do…

athletics

ballet

boxing

cycling

horse riding

gymnastics

swimming

with

sporty

sportsperson

different

excellent

terrible

team

match

national team

aburrido/a 

apasionante 

difícil 

divertido/a 

emocionante 

fácil 

lento/a 

rápido/a 

me chifla 

me fascina… 

me interesa… 

me mola 

en mi opinión 

para mí 

porque

boring

exciting

difficult

fun

exciting

easy

slow

fast

I love

… fascinates me

… interests me

I love

in my opinion

for me

because

el tiempo

¿Qué tiempo hace?

hace (mucho) 

calor

hace frío

hace sol 

hace viento

hay niebla

hay tormenta

llueve (mucho) 

nieva

el pronóstico

el calor

el frío

el invierno

la lluvia

la niebla

la nieve

el sol 

la tormenta

el viento

cuando

si

weather

What’s the weather  

like?

it’s (very)

hot

it’s cold

it’s sunny

it’s windy

it’s foggy

it’s stormy

it’s raining (a lot)

it’s snowing

forecast

heat

cold

winter

rain

fog

snow

sun

storm

wind

when

if
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